Quiet country living on 11.18 acres. Panoramic ocean views from the house. Watch whales in the winter, and rainbows all year round. It is hard to find a property that has unobstructed ocean views this grand. Located in an unspoiled rural community where a neighbor is available if you need them, or a private refuge is yours if desired. This home is set back off a country road and is exceptionally private and peaceful. Watch the sun rise over the ocean from your bedroom or living room or kitchen. Enjoy viewing the Blue Pacific while working in the kitchen with its granite counter tops and vaulted ceiling. Enjoy Hawaii trade winds when either inside or outside. Enjoy meandering along paths that crisscross the property through a wide variety of trees, ferns and flowers. Deep Hamakua soil. Located at 1100 foot elevation, a good altitude for growing tropical fruit AND low-chill apples and pears. Pick fruit from your trees of Mango, Rambutan, Lychee, Fig, Avocado, Surinam Cherries, Cinnamon, Allspice, Jaboticaba, Miracle Fruit, Pulisan, Abiu, Banana, Kumquat, Citrus. There are also Koa trees, Bamboo, Yellow Ohia, orchids growing in trees. Fully fenced (with a few holes). If you are adventurous, hike down to the double waterfall pool on the other side of the property. Clark - Hilo
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